
CAREERS IN MINING

CONCEPT

Many occupations have
been created because of
our use of mineral
resources.

LEARNING OUTCOME
Students will become
familiar with some of the
career opportunities in
mining and with the
descriptions of those
careers.

CURRICULUM FOCUS:
Social Studies, Language
Arts, Science, Business

SKILLS/PROCESSES:
define, discuss, cooperate

KEY VOCABULARY:
careers, geologist,
metallurgist, prospector,
reclamation, statistician

MATERIALS:
copy of “Mining Careers”
sheets

Background
There is a difference between “getting a job” and having “a career.”
A career is a course or direction that someone has planned for, pre-
pared for, and usually expects to follow long-term.  Of course, such
a plan begins with an interest in and an investigation of a particular
field.  Mining, for example, is an interesting and very broad field.
Mining people don’t carry picks and axes around or lead mules
from dig to dig anymore.  There is a place for anyone; careers in the
mining industry are very diverse and require different levels of ed-
ucation and experience.

A mining person could be:

•  a draftsman who specializes in making technical drawings

•  a mineralogist or geologist who finds deposits of minerals and
judges the quality of the find

•  a personnel administrator assigned to matching the right kinds of
people to the right kinds of jobs

•  power plant operators and engineers who supply electricity to
the mines

•  a railhead operator in charge of transporting ores and metals to
and from mines and refineries

•  a heavy equipment operator of ore trucks and digging shovels

•  road engineers who pave the way for transportation to and from
the mines

•  a technician for milling, crushing, and smelting operations

•  a water treatment technician or a pump operator

•  a machine maintenance mechanic

If all the jobs in the mining industry were listed, the list would fill
up several pages!  It is not too early to be asking students, “What
kind of things interest you?  What kinds of jobs pay well and have
good benefits?”  It’s not too early to be thinking about a career.

POINT OF INQUIRY

How many different types
of workers are needed to

operate a mine?
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Preparation
Make copies of the mining careers sheet, covering the job descrip-
tions when copying the list for the students.

Draw the game grid on board, as in “Jeopardy,” with four lettered
column headings and five numbered rows. A sample can be found
on the accompanying CD. You may also wish to review the Careers
information in the Teacher Resources document on the CD.

Teacher preparation to play the game must include working out in
advance which square in the grid each career and its description
will occupy.  Remember, easily recognized job descriptions should
be at level one; those requiring real effort to learn should be at level
five.  If you decide on categories for the columns, i.e., “A” will be
“office careers”; “B” will be “laborer careers,” then it is less
challenging for students to guess, but it makes the preparation
easier.   Make it fun! 

Learning Activity
Ask the students the following questions to assess their knowledge
or to stimulate interest in the activity:

Who locates the mineral resources for mining companies?

What skills and knowledge would be required to determine
whether or not a mine could be opened, or whether or not it would
be profitable?

1.  Introduce the many jobs involved in mining and some of the
skills required.  Then give each student a mining careers sheet,
but with only the job titles. 

2.  Divide the students into two or three teams and let them fill in
the job descriptions, working in their groups.  

3.  Each student should successfully have completed his “Mining
Careers” handout.  Review any items for which students have
no description listed.  

4.  Have students in cooperative groups determine major
categories of careers in the mining industry.  Have them brain-
storm the specific tasks they have learned about specific
careers. 
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Check for Understanding
Play “What is a Metallurgist?”  A student selects a square, C-1 for
example.  The teacher reads a job description and the student
guesses the job title that matches it by asking, “What/Who is a
__________?”  For each correct answer, give points according to the
number of the square chosen. (Squares numbered “1” are easiest
level, and receive one point; squares numbered “5” are the most
challenging, and are awarded five points.)  After an incorrect
answer, the other team may steal points by answering correctly.
The game can be made easier by dividing the jobs into categories:
i.e., scientists, office workers, laborers, craftsmen, etc.

To Know and Do More
Contact a local mine company, and ask someone in personnel
(human resources) to give you factual information about all types of
job positions and the number of employees they have.

Invite them to send someone to talk to the class about career oppor-
tunities.
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FOR YOUR
INFORMATION

Georg Bauer (1494–1555) is
a very important person in
the history of mining and

minerals.  He is often called
“The Father 

of Mineralogy.”

WHAT THEY DO:  Metallurgists devise techniques to separate the
valuable material from the ore.  They use processes to recover the de-
sired component in a pure form.  They test material to evaluate its
properties, and they develop ways to recycle material.

WHERE THEY WORK:  They work in the plant, likely a smelter or
mill.

TOOLS THEY USE:  Reference books and testing equipment are very
important to a metallurgist. 

EDUCATION NECESSARY:  A four year degree in metallurgy is re-
quired.

INTERESTING ASPECTS OF THIS CAREER:  Metallurgists have a lot
of creative opportunity in developing new processes and products.
Metallurgy is a specialized and challenging career.

METALLURGISTSF O C U S O N C A R E E R S
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MINING CAREERS

Accountant one who handles the financial data,
keeps track of income and
expenditures

Agent the manager of a mining property

Attorney one who deals with the legal aspects,
contracts, and regulations

Blasters those who break down the coal, ore,
or rock by boring a hole into it,
inserting an explosive charge, and
firing it

Carpenter a master builder

Chemist a person skilled in making chemical
examinations or investigations

Computer operators those who work in programming and
automation systems

Drillers operators of a cutting tool which
forms circular holes in rock, metal, 
or wood

Economic geologist geologist who is knowledgeable in 
estimating the commercial value of
mineral deposits

Electrician one who installs, operates, or main-
tains electrical equipment

Engineer a person trained in science and math-
ematics who makes matter and nat-
ural sources of energy useful to man
in structures, machines, products;
types:  civil, mechanical, chemical,
electrical, materials, ceramics

Equipment operators they work the tools or machinery
used in a mining operation

Exploration geologist a geologist who is knowledgeable in
skills and techniques in locating 
minerals

Geologist one who studies the materials, 
structure, and history of the earth

Mechanics those who service and repair the 
machines

Metallurgists those who invent processes to 
separate minerals from the ore
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Mine safety engineer one who determines safety condition
of equipment, working areas, and
possible hazards

Plumber one who installs, repairs, or maintains
piping, fittings, and fixtures involved
in use and distribution of water

Process control technicians specialists who monitor the mining
operation and make any adjustments
needed

Prospector a person engaged in exploring for, or
testing discoveries of valuable
minerals

Public relations officer one who works for good will and 
understanding in the community
toward the firm or mine

Reclamation specialists experts who devise a plan to return
the mined land to its original or a 
productive, alternate condition

Secretary one who handles correspondence,
detail work, record keeping

Security officer one who monitors premises and
keeps them free from danger 
and trespassers

Surveyor one trained to determine area 
topography of geographic location by
taking linear and angular
measurements

Systems analyst a person who studies the efficiency of
operations and procedures

Trainer one who instructs new workers

Truck driver machine operator involved in 
transporting the mined material

Welder one who bonds or joins materials with
heat, working with machines

Wildlife expert one who works to maintain habitat of
native species
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